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The National Interagency Coordination Center (NICC) will be the sole source of CWN Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS).

Requests will be placed for Aircraft:

**Unmanned Aircraft, Fixed Wing, T1 (through T4)**

OR

**Unmanned Aircraft, Rotor Wing, T1 (through T4)**

Ordering units will coordinate with Justin Baxter, Interagency Fire Unmanned Aircraft Systems (IFUAS) Ops Coordinator (jbaxter02@fs.fed.us 928-713-9894) to identify UAS needs. The IFUAS Ops Coordinator will provide the resource name, local unit, and Unit ID of a federal UAS Manager and Data Specialist. Requests for UAS Manager and Data specialist will be placed as Technical Specialist (THSP) and ordered as support requests associated to the parent Aircraft request. Upon agreement of IFUAS Ops Coordinator and the local unit, additional overhead may be requested.

The NICC will coordinate with the IFUAS Ops Coordinator to select the appropriate UAS. The NICC will then process the order for the UAS and place the support requests for the named overhead.